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Polarization in fragmentation, g factor of 35K
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Spin polarizationP.1% has been observed for37K fragments produced in the reaction40Ca19Be at 500
MeV/nucleon. The polarization was measured as a function of fragment longitudinal momentum~Goldhaber
distribution!. The experimental results are well described by a new Monte Carlo–based model. Theb-decay
half-life of 35K was remeasured ast1/25178(8) ms. Using polarized35K fragments, theg factor
gexp(

35K) 50.24(2) was measured. The magnetic moments of isospinuTzu53/2 mirror pairs are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Products of fragmentationlike reactions at Fermi energ
are known to be spin polarized@1#. This feature has bee
ascribed to a recoil of the nucleons removed peripher
from the localized volume of the projectile. The experime
tal data indicate that for any specific~small! deflection angle,
a distinction can be made between the near- and far-
~right and left! trajectories of the projectile around the targ
nucleus@1,2#. A small contribution to the fragment polariza
tion of another mechanism as proposed by Okunoet al. @2#
was also identified. It is based on the assumption that
abraded nucleons are more likely to be removed from
backward hemisphere of the projectile with respect to
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projectile beam direction. In the low- and medium-ener
range, the polarization of projectile fragments was succe
fully applied tog-factor measurements of unstable nuclei v
b-nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! spectroscopy@1,3,4#.

In the relativistic energy domain, where the deflection
fragments due to Coulomb and nuclear forces is mu
smaller than the angular straggling induced by the~intrinsic!
transverse momentum of the removed nucleons, no dist
tion between near and far trajectories can be made. Co
quently, no polarization of the fragments due to the mec
nism dominating at Fermi energies is predicted. Only
alignment of fragment spins is likely to occur at the ve
high projectile energies and was recently measured at
GSI-Darmstadt. In that experiment@5#, the spin alignment of
43mSc fragments was detected because of the anisotrop
emittedg rays using the time differential perturbed angu
correlation~TDPAC! method.

On the other hand, the second mechanism based on
forward/backward asymmetry in the abrasion of nucleo
could produce spin polarization also at higher energies.
aim of this work was to check this hypothesis.

In a recent experiment, the fragment separator~FRS! was
used to produce and separate such fragments for an inv
gation of their polarization by theb-NMR method. Prelimi-
nary results were already reported in@6#. In addition, the
implications of the35K result for the magnetic moment sys
tematics of isospin51/2 and 3/2 mirror nuclei pairs are dis
cussed, as well as a new Monte Carlo–based model des
ing the mechanism behind polarization in fragmentat
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2206 57M. SCHÄFER et al.
FIG. 1. Fragment separator FRS at GSI and stopping area. Insert~a!: tilted beam on target~viewed from above!. Insert ~b!: new slit
system in the dispersion plane~viewed from above! for selection of a longitudinal momentum cut; each jaw of slit I can be moved in thx
direction up to center, slit II is movable in thex direction across the center axis of FRS.
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reactions at high energies. This paper deals with the exp
ment in detail, including the positive identification of pola
ization of 35,37K and the application of polarization to a firs
measurement of the35K g factor.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The nuclides studied were produced from fragmentat
of a 500 MeV/nucleon40Ca beam delivered by the GSI syn
chrotron SIS in a 4 g/cm2 9Be target placed at the entranc
of the projectile fragment separator FRS@7# ~see Fig. 1!. The
average intensity was 108 particles per spill, with 3 second
between consecutive spills. The extraction time was adju
according to the half-lives of the nuclides under investig
tion. The angle of the incident beam could be adjusted in
range610 mrad using two dipole magnets upstream of
target@see insert~a! of Fig. 1#. The fragments were separate
in the FRS and identified using standard energy loss vs ti
of-flight techniques. The right or left side of the fragme
transverse momentum distribution could be selected w
slits placed directly after the target. An additional select
across the fragment longitudinal momentum„Goldhaber
~GH! distribution… was achieved with new slits placed at th
middle dispersive plane of the FRS. With these slits, any p
of the GH distribution can quickly be selected without retu
ing of the FRS@see insert~b! in Fig. 1#.

At the final focal plane of the FRS, angle- an
momentum-selected39Ca and35,37K fragments were slowed
down in an aluminum degrader before being implanted int
stopper crystal placed in the central region of a roo
temperature magnet~see Fig. 2!. The self-constructed 33000
ampere-turn magnet with an 82 mm pole gap was use
produce a strong static magnetic fieldB0. The long-term con-
stancy of the field was monitored with a Hall probe. T
stability of the field, achieved by using temperatur
ri-
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controlled oil cooling, was better than 0.2% atB050.493 T,
while the field inhomogeneity across the implantation crys
was less than 1%.

The stopper consisted of a 30 mm360 mm33 mm
single-crystal, either CaF2 or KBr, tilted at an angle of 30°
with respect to the beam axis. In previous experiments, io
crystals had been used for stopping Ca and K isotopes
large percentage of the original spin polarization is preser
in ion implantation into crystals containing the same kind
positive ions@8,9#. Depolarization effects due to spin-lattic
relaxation are small. At room temperature (T5293 K!, ex-
perimental relaxation times were several seconds@8,9#, and
are thus much longer than the half-lives of the investiga
nuclei. The polarization produced in the fragmentation re
tion is expected to be preserved during the deceleration
the ions in the target and degrader materials and is m
tained after implantation in the static magnetic field.

With the help of two Si detectors in front of and on
PIN-diode behind the stopper, the implantation profile w
optimized by adjusting the thickness of the degrader~see
Fig. 2!. Two 120 mm3100 mm scintillator telescopes wer
placed above and below the center of the stopper crys
each telescope covering a solid angle of 32%. The telesco
consisted of one 1.5-mm-thick and two 3-mm-thick plas
scintillators, the latter separated by a 6 mmaluminum layer
~see Fig. 2!. Using glass fibers, the scintillators were op
cally coupled to photomultiplier~PM! tubes placed outside
the static magnetic field.

The telescopes allowed to measure the up-to-down ra
of positrons emitted in the decay of the implanted fragmen
In order to compensate for geometrical asymmetries of
setup and to determine the nuclear magnetic resonance
spin-reversal produced in an adiabatic fast passage~AFP! of
the magnetic moments in a radio frequency~rf! magnetic
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57 2207POLARIZATION IN FRAGMENTATION, g FACTOR OF 35K
field perpendicular toB0 was used@10#. This rf magnetic
field B1 was produced by means of a powerful adjusta
LCR circuit with two coils placed on each side of the stopp
crystal ~see insert of Fig. 2!.

In addition to the setup shown in Fig. 2, a 70% Ge det
tor was positioned laterally between the pole pieces of
magnet at a distance of 60 mm from the center of the stop
crystal. The Ge detector used for estimating the purity of
implanted beam by recordingb-delayedg radiation had an
efficiency of 0.64~2!% at 661 keV.

III. MEASUREMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to derive the nuclear polarizationP from the
measured up-to-down positron emission ratios, the w
known expression for theb1-decay angular distribution
W(u) can be used:

W~u!511~v/c!APcos~u!,

whereu is the angle between the emitted positron relative
the spin axis of the parent nucleus,v/c is the positron veloc-
ity divided by the speed of light (v/c'1 for high-energyb

TABLE I. Time settingst1 to t5 andtextr in ms to define the start
of rf power and duration of counting as used in the experiments~see
Fig. 3!.

Isotope t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 Dt2 Dt4 textr

39Ca 190 250 942 997 2900 697 1903 20
37K 190 250 1100 1150 2900 843 1749 20
35K 40 100 230 280 2500 130 320 50
e
r

-
e
er
e
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o

particles!, and A denotes the asymmetry parameter of t
decay which can be derived fromb-decay theory@11#.

The telescopes detected positrons emitted in an interva
u angles, withu50° corresponding to the axis of the stat
field. The mean valueh5cosu was determined with static
field giving the counting ratesU}11APh and D}1
2APh for the upper and lower telescopes, respectively. T
loss in detection efficiency caused by the helix-like trajec
ries of the positrons in the magnetic field was estimated w
a Monte Carlo simulation. Assuming spherically symmet
emission of positrons with momentum distribution shap
corresponding to allowed decays,h50.64(1) is obtained for
37K with Eb

max55127 keV. For39Ca, the sameh value was
obtained. It can be compared with the estimateh50.63(1)
given in Ref.@9# for a comparable detection apparatus.

The up-to-down ratioR is given by

R5G
11APh

12APh
,

with G including asymmetries of the implantation and t
detector system. Performing a similar measurement after
versing the spins gives

R85G
12APh

11APh
.

By forming the double ratioR/R8 the experimental asymme
tries cancel.

Our measurements were performed in a sequence of
plantation, rf application, andb counting as depicted in Fig
3. In the beam-off periods between consecutive spills, fi
the ratioR and then the ratioR8 were measured. In the nex
FIG. 2. b detectors in the static fieldB0 perpendicular to the rf fieldB1. For 35,37K fragments a KBr stopper, for39Ca fragments a CaF2

stopper was used. Insert: radio frequency~rf! circuit with adjustable capacitorC, coil inductanceL, damping resistorRD and for monitoring
RM is connected to a power amplifier ENI A500~amp!, a self-constructed amplitude shaper~a.s.! and a function generator HP 33120A~f.g.!.
The trigger signal is provided by a time sequencer~see Fig. 3!.
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2208 57M. SCHÄFER et al.
counting period, the polarization directions were invers
and the ratiosR8 and R were obtained. Each of the doub
ratiosR/R8 andR8/R can be used to derive the polarizatio
In cases with high counting statistics, the fourfold ratio c
also be used@9#.

A. The polarization of 37K

The 37K fragments were stopped in a KBr single cryst
Table I lists the fragment collection, rf-power applicatio
and positron measurement timing schedule used. Becau
the lower positron energy in37K decay, only the two inner-
most scintillator telescope members~U1-U2 and D1-D2, re-
spectively! could be used~see Fig. 2!. For this purpose, the
trigger condition was defined as

„~U1`U2!`U3̄)~„~D1`D2!`D3̄….

The anticoincidence conditionsU3̄ and D3̄ suppressed the
background from cosmic radiation to a level of 10%. B
requiring the coincidencesU1`U2 andD1`D2, the effect
of PM noise was effectively reduced. The detection thresh
was'0.5 MeV. The ground state of37K has I p53/21 and
decays with a half-life oft1/251226(7) ms andQ value
QEC56148.5(15) keV@12#. The main decay branch~98.1%!
is the mixed Gamow-Teller and Fermi transition (I p53/21

→I p53/21,T51/2) to the ground state of the daught
nucleus 37Ar. For this transition, the asymmetry parame
A(37K) 520.55(2) was given by@9#.

For each of two primary beam inclination angle settin
17.5 mrad and28.5 mrad, measurements were made
four different bins of the fragment longitudinal momentu
distribution. The up-to-down ratiosR andR8 obtained in the
time intervals I, II, III, and IV, as defined in Fig. 3, are liste
in Table II. From the productAPh, obtained by forming
fourfold ratios ~see previous section!, the polarizationP
could be derived. In Fig. 4, the resultant polarization valu
are plotted as a function of fragment longitudinal mome

FIG. 3. Time schedule of the experiment: the collection of fra
ments is done during SIS spills, the rf application and data ac
sition in beam-off periods. The distance of the subsequent spills
s. The extraction timetextr is adjusted to the half-lives of the frag
ments and is 200 ms and 50 ms, timing signalst1 to t5 were deliv-
ered by time sequencers. Values are given in Table I,t0 is provided
by the SIS synchrotron. In resonance, the spin polarization is
versed.
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tum. While changing the incident beam direction reverses
sign of the polarization, the absolute value ofP'1.5% is
comparable for both angles. It is also notable that the po
ization does not change sign when scanning the longitud
fragment momentum and that its magnitude is nearly c
stant over the whole momentum range.~Possibly the larges
effect is obtained when the fragment velocity matches tha
the incident projectile.! The result is discussed in detail i
Sec. V.

B. The polarization of 39Ca

The 39Ca fragments were stopped in a CaF2 single crystal.
The trigger condition was identical to that used for the ca
of 37K and the timing was similar~see Table I!. The 39Ca
ground state hasI p53/21 and decays exclusively to th
3/21 ground state of the daughter nucleus39Ar, with
t1/25859.6~14! ms andQEC56530.6(18) keV@12#. For this
mixed Gamow-Teller and Fermi decay, the empirical asy
metry parameterA(39Ca)50.83(2) was given@9#.

While keeping the primary beam incidence angle const
at 7.5 mrad, four different fragment longitudinal momentu
bins were investigated. By forming fourfold ratios of th
up-to-down ratios measured at each setting, the corresp
ing polarization valuesP given in Fig. 5 were obtained. To
check this, a measurement was performed with the rf fi
turned off. Within the experimental uncertainties, no pol
ization could be observed, allowing an upper limit
P(39Ca),0.3%. This ‘‘negative’’ result is discussed in Se
V.

C. The g factor of 35K

Prior to our experiment, the magnetic properties of35K
were largely unknown. Our experiment, aimed at measur
the magnetic moment of this drip-line nucleus, should
seen as a first step towards an accurate determination o
35K g factor.

Motivated by the observation that the sign of the37K
polarization was independent of the fragment longitudi
momentum, the FRS was set to simultaneously accept
full momentum distribution of35K fragments. The35K frag-
ments were implanted into a KBr single crystal. The timi
of implantation and measurements is given in Table I.
comparison to the other isotopes studied in this work,35K
has a shorter half-life†t1/25190(30) ms@13#‡ and a largerQ
value †QEC511853(7) keV @12#‡. The decay of theI p

53/21 ground state feeds ten levels in the daughter nucl
35Ar @12,13#, the four most intense branches being indica
in Fig. 6. Because of its short half-life†t1/251.775(4) s
@12#‡, the decay of the daughter35Ar was disturbing the mea
surement. Because of the lowerQ value of the contaminating
decay †QEC(35Ar) 55964.9(13) keV@12#‡, it was initially
attempted to suppress its influence by selecting only
high-energy decay branches of35K by imposing the triple-
coincidence trigger condition

~U1`U2`U3!~~D1`D2`D3!.

However, with this condition the counting rate was very lo
and no polarization could be observed. This may be due
the decay branches, which have asymmetry parameter

-
i-
3

e-



57 2209POLARIZATION IN FRAGMENTATION, g FACTOR OF 35K
TABLE II. Polarization of 37K observed at the tilting anglesa of the 40Ca beam.

a 17.5 mrad 28.5 mrad

GH bina r a2r a ca2ca l a2 l a l b2r b l b2 l b cb2cb

RI 1.0074~24! 0.9899~29! 1.0025~28! 1.0275~40! 0.9821~36! 1.0343~52!

RII 1.0272~22! 1.0138~25! 1.0211~26! 1.0193~31! 0.9837~32! 1.0218~43!

RIII 1.0216~24! 1.0159~30! 1.0180~29! 1.0018~39! 0.9657~35! 1.0132~51!

RIV 1.0243~22! 1.0033~25! 1.0124~26! 1.0317~32! 0.9845~32! 1.0367~44!

X 0.9834~44! 0.9643~52! 0.9765~52! 1.0381~72! 1.0177~70! 1.0357~96!

APh @%# 20.21~6! 20.45~7! 20.30~7! 0.38~5! 0.22~9! 0.44~11!

P @%# 20.60~17! 21.28~20! 20.85~20! 1.08~15! 0.63~26! 1.25~32!

aThe momentum intervals as defined in Fig. 4.
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opposite sign~see Fig. 6! and feed the low-lying levels o
35Ar. If this is the case, emphasizing these branches m
result in a very small effective asymmetry parameter.

In a second attempt, the trigger was relaxed to the dou
coincidence condition used previously for37K and 39Ca.
This approach required correcting for the amount of35Ar
decay-related counts in each of the four counting interva
to IV. This could be achieved by fitting the experimen
decay curves to find the contributions from35K decay and
35Ar growth and decay, respectively.~The amount of35Ar
remaining from previous spills was also taken into accou!
The deduced net amount of35K is given in Table III. The
applied fitting procedure required a more accurate35K half-
life than the previously reported value 190~30! ms @13#. Us-
ing the Ge detector, it was possible to selectively meas
the half-life of 35K parallel to the positron counting. By se
lecting the 1750.6, 2589.8, and 2982.7 keVg transitions@see
Fig. 7~a!#, the decay curve (d) shown in Fig. 7~b! was ob-
tained. After dead-time correction, curve (e) was obtained,
yielding the new valuet1/2(

35K) 5178(8) ms. The dead-time
correction was based on the recorded time behavior of
room background, 1460.8 keVg ray from the decay of40K,
the decay rate of which can be considered as constant.

Although the implantation rate of35K was much smaller
than for 37K and 39Ca ~the production cross section is es
mated@14# to be two orders of magnitude smaller!, the count
rate in the positron telescopes was still high since the

FIG. 4. Polarization of 37K in fragmentation of 500
MeV/nucleon40Ca. ~a! Tilting angle of primary beam on the targe
is a517.5 mrad,~b! tilting anglea528.5 mrad. The vertical bars
represent 1s statistical errors, the horizontal bars give the selec
momentum bin of the GH distribution which has FWHM
(p2p0)/p0 of ;1%. The total time of measurement was 22 h.
ht

e-
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re

e

ll

fragment momentum distribution was accepted and beca
of the shorter half-life of35K. Indeed, the data acquisitio
suffered from very high dead times during the initial dec
counting intervals~I and III in Fig. 2!. Hence only data ob-
tained during intervals II and IV were used for the determ
nation of theg factor ~see Table III!.

Although the exact resonance frequency of35K is un-
known, it can be estimated from, for example, shell mo
predictions of theg factor. The frequency of the variable r
magnetic field was swept over two slightly overlapping i
tervals~see Fig. 8!. In the lower-frequency interval, a non
zeroAPh value was obtained, while the result of the highe
frequency scan is consistent with zero. Considering
overlap of the sweep ranges, the frequency interval in wh
spin reversal occurs is reduced, and the corresponding li
on theg factor of 35K are deduced as

0.222~3!<g~35K!<0.252~4!.

This experimental value,g50.24(2), can becompared to
different model predictions. While the classical Schm
value@15# is gSchmidt50.083, more recent shell model calc
lations givegPerez50.290 @16# and gUSD50.122 @17#. The
experimental result agrees best with the prediction by Bro
et al. @17#, made prior to the measurement, ofgUSD

eff 50.243.
The gUSD values are based on the completesd shell space
wave functions and free nucleong factors, and thegUSD

eff

values representg factors derived with empirical ‘‘effec-
tive’’ operators@17#. Such effectiveg factors were found to
be in good agreement with new experiments@17,18#.

d FIG. 5. Search for a polarization of39Ca. A tilting angle ofa
517.5 mrad was used. Four selected momentum bins are i
cated. The total duration of the measurement was 24 h.
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It should be noted that, since the sign of the asymme
parameterA is unknown, the new result really corresponds
an absolutevalue of theg factor. Following the theoretica
predictions, a positive sign has been adopted for the exp
mental value.

IV. g FACTORS OF MIRROR NUCLEI

While the magnetic moments of manyuTzu51/2 nuclei
are known in the light mass region up toA541 @19#, very
little is known about the magnetic properties ofuTzu53/2
nuclei. Only the values of9C and 9Li are known, with
g(9C)5(2)0.9276(4) @4,20# and g(9Li) 52.2927(4) @21#
and of 13O and 13B, with g(13O)5(2)0.9261(2)@20# and
g(13B)52.1181(3)@22#. The new value forg(35K) obtained
in this work completes a new pair ofuTzu53/2 moments,
together with theg factor for 35S, g(35S)50.667(30)@23#.

Within theoretical considerations~cf. for example@16#!,
isoscalar and isovector parts of the magnetic moments
mirror nuclei can be derived from experimental value
mainly for the isospinuTzu51/2 nuclei. Using the isoscala
momentum relation

m~Tz523/2!1m~Tz513/2!5J1~mp1mn21/2!^s&,

Matsutaet al. @4,20# derived the spin expectation value^s&
51.44 for the 9C-9Li pair and ^s&50.76 for the 13O-13B
pair. The second value agrees with the results obtained f
uTzu51/2 mirror nuclei in the very light mass region and t
first value does not. The now available moments for the35K-
35S mirror pair result in^s&520.37(14), which corre-
sponds well to thês& values obtained foruTzu51/2 nuclei

FIG. 6. Level scheme of35Ar. The main decay branches in35K
decay are given with their branching beingI b1 and asymmetry
parametersA. The 35K half-life of the present work is given.
y

ri-

of
,

m

in that mass region@4,20#, e.g.,^s&520.27,20.12,20.40,
20.23 for the mirror pair nuclei withA533, 35, 37, and 39,
respectively.

In the odd-nucleon group model of Buck and Perez@16#,
the contribution from the even nucleon group is negligib
because of pairing effects and the magnetic moments o
odd proton mirror nucleus and its odd-neutron partner can
expressed as

mP'ge
pJ1~gs

p2ge
p!•Sz

and

mN'ge
nJ1~gs

n2ge
n!•Sz ,

FIG. 7. ~a! g spectrum of35K measured with the 70% Ge de
tector during counting intervals~see Fig. 3!. SpectrumA ungated,
spectrumB in coincidence withb rays. The lines d,e,f of35K were
used for the half-life measurement, line bg is the40K background.
~b! Curvea is the time behavior of the bg line, curved the decay of
ungatedg-ray lines d,e,f, and curvee the corrected decay curve o
35K.
TABLE III. Experimental values of the35K g-factor measurement.U II,IV , D II,IV total number of double
coincidences,RII , RIV derived ratios andAPh values~see text!.

rf sweep 0.819 MHz21.001 MHz 0.926 MHz21.133 MHz
total 35K fraction total 35K fraction

U II 211 795 69.42~4!% 140 336 69.45~4!%
U IV 212 797 69.03~4!% 140 404 69.48~4!%
D II 208 085 67.39~4!% 136 616 67.86~4!%
D IV 207 834 67.19~4!% 137 093 67.59~4!%
RII 1.0178~32! 1.0301~34! 1.0272~40! 1.0513~42!

RIV 1.0239~32! 1.0519~34! 1.0242~39! 1.0528~41!

(APh) IV/II @%# 0.15~12! 0.52~12! 20.07~14! 0.04~7!
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57 2211POLARIZATION IN FRAGMENTATION, g FACTOR OF 35K
respectively, wherege
p denotes the orbitalg factors for pro-

tons andge
n that for neutrons.gs

p and gs
n are the respective

spin g factors, J is the z component of the total angula
momentum of the nucleus, andSz is the total spin of the
odd-nucleon group.

In the extreme case when only one odd nucleon is act
the expressions correspond to the classical Schmidt va
which in general show very poor agreement with the exp
mental values.

The spin part ofSz could be excluded from the discussio
by assuming a linear dependence between mirror pair m
netic moments@16#:

mP5amN1bJ,

where the coefficientsa andb are given by thege
p,n andgs

p,n

values.
Interestingly, the magnetic moments of theuTzu51/2 mir-

ror nuclei follow this trend with the parametersa5
21.145(12) andb51.056(21) hardly differing from the
free-nucleon valuesa521.199 andb51 @16#.

The first uTzu53/2 pair, 9Li- 9C, does not agree with th
linear dependence of theuTzu51/2 mirror nuclei @4#. The
same is true for the magnetic moments of theuTzu53/2 nu-
clei 35K- 35S, and 13B @22# and 13O @20#. The threeuTzu
53/2 mirror pair magnetic moments cannot be describ
~within their experimental errors! by any other linear depen
dence either.

Since some deviations from the linear dependence defi
by free-nucleon parameters have been discussed
uTzu51/2 nuclei@16#, and still larger deviations may be ex
pected foruTzu53/2 nuclei@4#, it is very desirable to~i! more
accurately determine theg factor for 35K and ~ii ! determine
the magnetic moments for furtheruTzu53/2 mirror pairs in
order to check whether any linear dependence does exis
these nuclei.

V. POLARIZATION MODEL

We assume a projectile incident to be in they direction
and to collide peripherally with a target nucleus, and a
result the nucleons in the overlap volume are abraded f
the projectile. In the models@1# and @2# for fragment polar-

FIG. 8. Frequency intervals 1 and 2 used in theg-factor mea-
surement of35K. The resonance with spin reversal is in the fir
interval ~first sweep!. The inserted blocks give the mixture of
amplitudes as a function of frequency.
e,
es
i-

g-

d

ed
or

for

a
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ization, the angular momentum of the fragment is conside
to be caused by the linear momentum of the internal Fe
motions of the abraded nucleons.

Vector RW 5(Rx ,Ry ,Rz) denotes the mean position of th
abraded nucleons with respect to the center of the proje
andkW5(kx ,ky ,kz) denotes the Fermi momentum of the r
moved nucleons. Thez axis is taken parallel to the vector o
the scattering plane. In the rest frame of the projectile
angular momentumJW , which is transferred to the fragment,
then given by the expression

JW52RW 3kW . ~1!

In peripheral abrasion the mean abrasion position may
RW 5(Rx,0,0) and a fragment polarization

P5
Jz

uJW u
5

2Rx•ky

uJW u
~2!

results@1#. In a more detailed picture@2# the abrasion posi-
tion is RW 5(Rx ,Ry,0). If so, the polarization of the fragmen
can be written as

P5
2Rx•ky1Ry•kx

uJW u
. ~3!

The essential argument of Okunoet al. @2# is that such a
shift of the mean abrasion position in they direction can be
explained by an interaction of the nucleons removed fr
the projectile-target overlap volume with the remaining p
of the projectile.

At small projectile energies the nuclear and Coulom
forces cause projectile deflections. Since trajectories of
fragments around the target nucleus to the left and right s
are distinguishable due to different deflections, a fragm
polarization according to Eq.~2! was observed.

As the projectile energy increases, the deflection of
projectile in the reaction becomes smaller and smaller.
relativistic energies it is not possible to distinguish betwe
the trajectories of the fragments having passed the targe
the left or to the right side. Then, according to Eq.~2! the net
polarization is zero.

However, if Eq.~3! applies, the net polarization does n
vanish. For the abrasions taking place to the right or left
the projectile, the transferred angular momentaRy•ky do not
cancel out.

A. Monte Carlo calculation

In order to study the effect proposed by Okunoet al. @2#
we performed a simulation calculation. The fragmentat
reaction is regarded as a two-step process. In the first st
peripheral collision between projectile and target, with su
sequent interaction of the participating nucleons with the r
of the projectile, is considered. At the end of the first step
excited prefragment is formed. In the second step the de
citation of the prefragment by particle evaporation is
garded.

For the simulation we have combined the Monte Ca
code of Okunoet al. @2# and the Monte Carlo code o
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Gaimard and Schmidt@24#. The latter particle evaporatio
code is based on a model proposed by Campi and Hu¨fner
@25#.

1. Simulation of the first step

Projectile and target nucleus were regarded as sphe
For a given impact parameterb the overlap volume was
calculated. The size of this volume corresponds to the n
ber of abraded nucleons as proposed by Gossetet al. @26#.

In the abrasion process individual nucleon-nucleon co
sions between nucleons of the target and the projectile
place. Each of the nucleon-nucleon collisions was simula
separately. First, the position where the reaction takes p
was chosen uniformly distributed in the overlap volum
Second, the momentum of the Fermi motion of a remov
nucleon was chosen according to its probability distribut
function f (p)dp, as f (p)}p2 for p<pF and f (p)50 for p
.pF wherepF denotes the Fermi momentum in the Fer
gas model of a nucleus. To simulate the directions of
nucleons after collision we adopted an isotropic nucle
nucleon scattering process in the center-of-mass system
the two nucleons.

Each scattered nucleon traversed the projectile. The p
tion of the first scattering in the overlap region and the
rection of the scattered nucleon determine its path lengtd
within the projectile nucleus. The probabilityW for the oc-
currence of a secondary scattering process was calcu
from the equation

W512e2d/l, ~4!

wherel denotes the mean free path length of a nucleon
nuclear matter

l5
1

s̄NNr
B. ~5!

In this formulas̄NN is the average cross section for ener
dependent nucleon-nucleon scattering@27,28# andr denotes
the density of nuclear matter. The density was assumed t
constant. The factorB takes into account the Pauli blockin
effect.

The secondary scattering of a nucleon with moment
and direction given in the first process was similarly calc
lated. This procedure was repeated until each of the par
pating nucleons had either left the projectile or had co
pleted its scattering events within the projectile.

The total angular momentumJW of the prefragment is
given by the sum of angular momenta transferred ini scat-
terings in the overlap volume and in the projectile volum

JW52(
i

RW i3kW i , ~6!

where RW i and kW i denote position and momentum of ea
removed nucleon.

The sum of momenta of thei removed nucleons and th
momentum of the projectile determine the resultant fragm
momentum:
es.

-

-
ke
d
ce
.
d
n

i
e
-
of

si-
-

ted

n

be

-
i-
-

nt

PW frag5PW proj2(
i

kW i . ~7!

From these values, a deflection angle was obtained an
was checked whether the fragment entered the separato

2. Simulation of the second step

The removal of a nucleon with momentumkW causes a
heating of the prefragment. The excitation corresponds to
difference between Fermi momentumupW Fu and momentum
ukW u. Thus, in the second step the evaporation of nucle
from the excited prefragment was calculated. No moment
transfer in evaporation was considered.

The probability distributionP(A8,Z8) over the proton
numberZ8 and the mass numberA8 of the prefragment were
calculated from the corresponding numbersZp and Ap for
the projectile as

P~A8,Z8!5

S Zp

z D S ~Ap2Zp!

~a2z!
D

S Ap

a D , ~8!

in terms of the removed number of protonsz, neutronsa
2z, and nucleonsa. The fragment distribution calculate
with such a hypergeometrical ansatz is in good agreem
with previous experimental data@24#.

The simulation of the second step started with a prefr
ment with the massA8, the proton numberZ8, and the exci-
tation energyE* and ended when the fragment had reach
the final parametersAf , Zf , andEf .

In the code@29#, the masses, level-density parameter, a
excitation energy of the decaying nucleus and its daug
nucleus as well as the separation energies forp, n, and a
decay were calculated. From these values, probabilities
the p, n, and a emission were derived and taken into a
count. The evaporation process was repeated until the
maining excitation energy was smaller than any separa
energy. A detailed description of this evaporation mode
given in @25# and @24#.

B. Results of the simulation

A certain fragment can be produced via different mec
nisms. Each production path is related to a specific polar
tion. Therefore, the observed polarization curve such as
Fig. 4 may be interpreted to be a superposition of differ
contributing curves. We found that the production of fra
ments which are two or more nucleons lighter than the p
jectile in nearly all the cases involves at least one evapo
tion step.

At medium projectile energies@2# the polarizations ob-
served in various reactions were characterized by the w
sF of the fragments’ transverse deflection distribution~re-
coil of the nucleons’ Fermi momenta!, and the mean deflec
tion angleūdef, which is caused by the combined Coulom
and nuclear forces. The ratio
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R5
ūdef

sF
~9!

approaches zero in the limit of very high projectile energi
In this simulation we found that the37K is produced by

'90% via the following two mechanisms:
~i! Collision of 40Ca projectile and9Be target with an

impact parameterb1 of nearly peripheral contact. Remov
of one nucleon from the overlap volume and removal of o
nucleon in a secondary scattering process within the pro
tile, followed by the evaporation of one nucleon from t
prefragment ('47%).

~ii ! Collision of the projectile and target with an impa
parameterb2,b1. Removal of two nucleons from the ove
lap volume, and subsequent evaporation of one nucl
~'43%!.

The remaining 10% of37K productions is caused by
number of different mechanisms, e.g., the removal of th
nucleons from the overlap volume without particle evapo
tion ~1%! and the removal of one nucleon from the overl
volume and subsequent evaporation of two nucleons~4%!.

We have considered only processes~i! and ~ii !. For the
first one, a backshift of the abrasion positionRy,1.0 resulted
from the model calculation, and for the second one, thy
component changed its sign,Ry,2,0, and consequently th
two polarization curves withuRy,1u,uRy,2u partially cancel
each other as shown in Fig. 9. The net polarization can
compared with the experimental result of Fig. 4. The size
the polarization is partly explained by this model. The c
culation indicates that the width of the distribution curve
net polarization is somewhat smaller than that of the exp
mental curve, although we have already taken into acco
multiple scattering of the primary beam in the thick targe

It should be mentioned that in the earlier model@2# a
scaling factor of;1/4 was necessary to compare the cal
lation with experimental results.

The limitations of this model, like the assumption of co
stant nuclear matter density and neglection of other p
.
t.

s
,

.

e
c-
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e
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e
f
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nt
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cesses besides the nucleon-nucleon elastic scattering se
affect the very peripheral collisions most. The simulati
therefore might not apply to the one-neutron removal proc
from 40Ca. It seems to be obvious, however, that the ba
shift of the mean abrasion position is small and theref
negligible polarization results, as was observed for39Ca.

We have also applied the model calculation to the prod
tion of other fragments and found that optimal polarization
expected for the abrasion of 3, 4, and 5 nucleons. Whe
still larger number of nucleons is removed, the polarizat
will not increase due to cancelling of the different contribu
ing curves.
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FIG. 9. Simulation calculation with a new polarization model
relativistic energies. Curves I and II correspond to the two m
mechanisms of37K production in 40Ca fragmentation~cf. text!.
Curve III is the weighted mean of curves I and II and gives the
polarization effect as a function of the longitudinal momentum. I
compared with the experimental values of Fig. 4~a!.
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